Abstract: Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary, easy-to-implement and promising technique to design optical diffraction gratings. In this paper, design of guided-mode resonance (GMR) grating filters using PSO is reported.
Introduction
Although there are several well-known methods for analysis of diffraction gratings, design of these elements with desired spectral properties is generally a challenging problem. Design and synthesis techniques based on evolutionary strategies have found applications in this area [1, 2] . Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a robust, stochastic evolutionary strategy that has recently been utilized in electromagnetic design problems [3, 4] . This method, introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy [5] , is inspired from social behavior of animal species like birds, bees and others ("particles") for finding their requirements in the search area. The algorithm finds the optimal solution by moving the particles in the solution space. Because of the convenience of realization and promising optimization capability in various problems, PSO is of growing interest to researchers. PSO lets every individual within the swarm move from a given point to a new one with a velocity based on a weighted combination of the individual's current velocity, best position ever found by that individual, and of the group's best position. In this paper, PSO is introduced and then applied to the design of guided-mode resonance filters as an example for demonstrating its potential capability for designing diffractive optical elements.
Principles of PSO
In PSO, each particle of a swarm is considered as a point in an N-dimensional search space, which adjusts its movement according to its own experience as well as the experience of other particles. Each particle is represented by an N-parameter vector given by [3] {
where m is an integer and indicates the position of the particle in the swarm, which has N POP particles. For numerical evaluation of the quality of particles, a fitness function (FF) is defined and determined for each particle according to its optimization parameters. The algorithm initiates by randomly locating particles moving with random velocities. Velocity is the rate of a particle's position change and is represented by
. The fitness function is calculated for all particles in the initial swarm. The best previous particle position (Pbest) is set initially to the initial particle position,
, and the position of the best particle in the swarm (Gbest) is kept as the swarm's best position (G). The modification of the particle's position in (k+1)th iteration can be modeled as follows:
where w is the inertia weight, c 1 and c 2 are called cognitive and social rates, respectively, and rand 1 () and rand 2 () are two uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1 [3, 5] . Equation (2) shows that the new particle's velocity has memories of the previous velocity, its own best position and the best position of the swarm. The position of each particle is then updated according to Eq. (3), in which Δt is the time step. Also, P m and G are updated based on the following rules: -P m update rule: 
